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Checklist for the Physical Space of the  

School Library Media Program 

✔ Criteria—Innovative Spaces and Practices Consider the Following Elements: 

❖ Accessible: Designing the Learning Practices and Spaces to Provide Maximum Access 

 Does the arrangement of furniture/fixtures support collaboration and co-teaching? 

 Is there comfortable seating to promote free choice reading? 

 Is there space dedicated for small group collaboration or can it easily be achieved with minimal 
effort by adapting the existing space? 

 Is there space for individuals to work on projects/assignments? 

 Is there space for whole group instruction? 

 Are there devices for students and teachers to use in the library media center? 

 Is there a device with dedicated access to the online library catalog? 

 Is there an interactive whiteboard for library media use? 

 Is there access to Wi-Fi in the library media center? 

 Are there sufficient electrical outlets and stations to charge devices? 

 Is there space dedicated to the use of and information posted on accessing eContent and 
virtual services? (e.g., e-readers, online subscription services, and logon/password procedures) 
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❖ 
Flexible and Adaptable: Designing the Learning Practices and Spaces to be Flexible and 
Adaptable 

 Is there production space for individuals to collaborate, share, and create? 

 Are there multifunctional spaces that accommodate a variety of learning requirements at one 
time? 

 Are there multiple ways to display information? 

 Can the physical library flex into alternate arrangements, if needed? 

 Does the space support nontraditional learning experiences, e.g., personalized learning, flexible 
student schedules, and online courses? 

 Do the displays promote literacy and reading and encourage students and staff members to 
explore? 

 Is student work highlighted / displayed throughout the library media center? 

 Is the library media center an inviting and welcoming learning space? 

  

 

* The checklist was derived from the SLMP work group recommendations, which included guiding 

principles and best practices. 


